Seminar

Wed, July 24 – 10-11 a.m. “Are Adaptive Signal Control Systems a Solution to Urban Congestion?” A Transportation Engineering Seminar. 205 Kearney Hall. [Abstract]. This is a time change. It was listed as 2-3 p.m. in last week’s newsletter.

Lost & Found

Two rings were found outside Kearney Hall. If you lost a couple of rings contact Cindy Olson (Kearney 101, 541-737-4934, or cindy.olson@oregonstate.edu) with a description.

Opportunities

Interested in grad school? **GRAD 420** is a 1 credit course that is offered on campus every fall term and online every term. The course provides information to undergraduate students on how to prepare themselves to find, and be accepted into, a graduate program. Details can be found [here](#) and [here](#).

Advising

**New Pro-School Students - CCE 321** is offered both Fall and Spring. If you were unable to get into the course Fall term you will have to wait until Spring term. If you are not sure what to take in its place contact an advisor for advice (cce.advising@oregonstate.edu).

~~~~~

**Sandy and Janice** will take walk-ins through the end of summer. However, they will not be available on START days (new student advising) so it’s a good idea to call or email first (541-737-6144, cce_advising@oregonstate.edu) to find out if someone will be available to see you.

~~~~~

Jobs

All jobs will also be posted at: [http://cce.oregonstate.edu/civil-construction-jobs](http://cce.oregonstate.edu/civil-construction-jobs)

~~~~~
No new jobs this week.
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